Abstract: Sustainable development (SD) evaluations have attracted considerable attention from governments and scientific communities around the world. The objective and quantitative calculation of the importance of sustainable assessment indicators is a key problem in the accurate evaluation of SD. Traditional methods fail to quantify the coupling effects among indicators. This paper presents a weight determination approach based on the global sensitivity analysis algorithm known as the extended Fourier amplitude sensitivity test (EFAST). This method is efficient and robust and is not only able to quantify the sensitivity of the evaluation indictors to the target, but can also quantitatively describe the uncertainties among the indictors. In this paper, we analyze the sensitivity of 18 indicators in a multi-index comprehensive evaluation model and weigh the indicators in the system according to their importance. To verify the feasibility and advantages of this new method, we compare the evaluation result with the traditional entropy method. The comparison shows that the EFAST algorithm can provide greater detail in an SD evaluation. Additionally, the EFAST algorithm is more specific in terms of quantitative analysis and comprehensive aspects and can more effectively distinguish the importance of indicators.
Introduction
Sustainable development (SD) has become a major criterion in the evaluation of the degree of healthy development in a region or country. Quantitatively measuring the state of SD has become an important aspect of SD research [1, 2] . The premise and foundation of realizing SD is the identification of the present situation, and the core of this work involves quantitatively and accurately evaluating the present SD level using a reasonable weight determination method for each evaluation indicator [3] .
Many researchers have quantitatively evaluated the present SD level using traditional weight determination methods. Si et al. [4] evaluated the environmental sustainability of coal mining in the Qijiang area with the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) method, in which they determined indicator weights through pairwise comparisons. However, this method relies on the judgements of decision-makers to derive the priority scales. Karger et al. [5] evaluated the sustainability of decentralized electricity generation using the AHP and expert judgement method and determined the weight of each indicator by quantifying expert expertise via the AHP procedure. However, neither
Materials and Methods

Overview of the Indicator System
The focus of research on SD began to turn to the evaluation of the sustainable development level, especially the construction of the indicator system [14] , in the 1990s. Many comprehensive indicator systems with great international influence have been proposed.
For example, the "pressure-state-response" (PSR) model [15] was proposed by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development. The sustainable development indicator system was released by the World Bank, and the Sustainable Development Goals system was proposed by the UN Sustainable Development Summit [16] . All of these systems are complex. Researchers have conducted numerous studies on the evaluation of regional SD levels or on some particular aspects of SD. The China Sustainability 2017, 9, 303 3 of 13 agricultural sustainable development and comprehensive productivity research team, for instance, established a comprehensive evaluation system for agricultural SD [17] . Joung et al. [18] proposed a manufacturing SD system. The indicator systems related to regional SD or certain SD aspects were based on regional characteristics or too specific. Consequently, these systems are not universal and cannot be used by all researchers. To simplify the data requirements and the degree of familiarity with certain aspects necessary to perform this research, we use an agriculture SD indicator system as an example in this study. The method we introduce is also suitable for complex indicator systems.
This research adopts China's agricultural sustainable development evaluation indicator system built by Xin [19] (2015) and others. Considering the availability of data and the completeness and representativeness of the indicators, we have changed some of the indicators as follows: the "fertilizer use intensity" indicator has been replaced with "chemical fertilizer application rate assuming 100% utilization"; "fertilizer utility contribution rate" has been replaced with "chemical fertilizer-dependent output assuming 100% utilization"; "ecological environmental disaster coefficient" has been replaced with "improvement rate of soil and water loss". Additionally, because the influence of meteorological disasters on agriculture should not be neglected, we have added an "agricultural disaster area" indicator to the system (Table 1) . 
Data
The data (Table 2 ) adopted in this paper mainly come from the Henan Statistical Yearbook (2000-2009). Additionally, the data for the "water use per 10 4 yuan of agricultural output" indicator are from the Henan Water Resources Bulletin (2000-2009). The "Chemical fertilizer-dependent output assuming 100% utilization" and "Chemical fertilizer application rate assuming 100% utilization" data are derived from the New China 60 Years of Statistical Data Collection. 
Model
Scholars have proposed many SD evaluation models, and commonly-used methods include the ecological footprint method [20] , the data envelope analysis model [21] , the multi-index comprehensive analysis model [22] , and others. The multi-index comprehensive analysis model has a fixed formula, and using a simple linear weighted sum function, we developed a comprehensive index. Because the results from this simple model are relatively intuitive and clear, it has been used in multiple applications by academics.
This study inputs the Henan Province data from 1999-2008 into the multi-index comprehensive analysis model. Because the raw data have different units and cannot be compared, we need to standardize the original data. Thus, this study adopts the extreme standardization method, using Formula (1) for positive indicators and Formula (2) for negative indicators:
where p ji is the standardization of the indicator data; x ji is the original index data for the ith original indicator data in the jth year; x max is the highest index value over the 10-year period; and x min is the lowest index value over the 10-year period.
In this case, we set the multi-index comprehensive evaluation model to the following linear expression:
where T j is the comprehensive agricultural sustainable development indicator of the jth year in Henan province, n is the number of indicators and w ji is the weight of the ith indicator in the jth year.
Weight Determination Methods
In this section, the two weight determination methods used in this paper-the EFAST algorithm and the entropy method-will be introduced. The EFAST algorithm is our primary method, and the entropy method is used for validation. Thus, the entropy method is introduced briefly, and the EFAST algorithm is described in more detail. The EFAST algorithm is based on the FAST method and incorporates the advantages of the Sobol [23] method to calculate the TSI. Thus, the method exhibits the efficient sampling of the FAST method and the precise TSI calculation of the Sobol method. As a quantitative global sensitivity analysis algorithm, it has been widely used in parameter sensitivity analyses of ecology, hydrology and remote sensing models [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . EFAST is based on the analysis of variance; thus, the first-order sensitivity index (the main effect, also called the MSI) represents the influence a single parameter on the model output, and the TSI (total effect) represents the influence of both the main effect and the coupling effect among indicators on the model output. The EFAST algorithm calculates the model output result by sampling the input parameters a certain number of times and analyzing the variance associated with each parameter caused by the parameter itself and by the coupling effect, which represents the interactions with other parameters.
A model with n parameters can be written as follows: y = f (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ). According to the variance decomposition method of Sobol, the model output variance can be decomposed into the following components:
where V i is the variance caused by parameter x i , V ij is the variance caused by the coupling effect associated with parameter x j and V 12...n is the variance caused by the coupling effects associated with parameters x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n . The MSI of parameter x i can be defined as Equation (5):
Similarly, the second-order and the third-order sensitivity index of parameter x i can be defined as Equation (6):
The TSI of parameter x i is the sum of each order of the sensitivity index:
The influences of different indicators on the model output vary, and the effect of mutual coupling among the indicators produces certain uncertainties in the evaluation results. Thus, a rational weight determination for indicators is a complicated process. The EFAST algorithm can quantitatively compare the importance of each parameter by changing a single indicator weight to quantitatively analyze the patterns of fluctuation in the target function. Because using an importance ranking to assign weights to the indicators is a rational technique, this method also can help to reduce the effects of misleading information.
The EFAST algorithm is embedded in Simlab2.2 [29] (Simulation Laboratory for Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis), a software package published by the European Commission Joint Research Center. This study uses the software for the global sensitivity analysis of each input indicator. Simlab2.2 includes data preprocessing, model calculation and data post-processing modules. In this paper, the indicator weights can be applied as input parameters. The data preprocessing module requires the choice of the probability density distribution function for each indicator weight and the indicator weight range (i.e., between 0 and 1). Because the probability distribution of the weights is unpredictable, it is appropriate to select a uniform distribution function. Considering the computational efficiency and the number of representative samples, the sampling size of each indicator weight is set to 9825 (the EFAST algorithm is thought to be effective when the sampling size is 65-times greater than the number of parameters, and the default sampling size of the software is 9825 when the size is Sustainability 2017, 9, 303 6 of 13 set to 10,000). In the research, we obtain the input samples after sampling. A model calculation module can be embedded in both the external and internal models. The multi-index comprehensive evaluation model is a simple linear model; thus, building an internal model in the software is very convenient. In this case, Formula (3) is embedded in the module. A Monte Carlo simulation is then run after model construction. Finally, the sensitivity of the indicators is calculated in the data post-processing module, and the MSI and TSI of each indicator are exported.
The TSI contains the model output variance contributed by both the individual indicator and the coupled indicators. More importantly, the TSI more fully reflects the importance of the indicators for the objective function. To make the weights more comprehensive, we needed to add the coupling effects into the weight determination. Hence, we chose the TSI to act as the basis of the weight determination.
By calculating the TSI of each indicator weight for every year, we can obtain the weight of the ith indicator in the jth year (ω ji ) after the TSI normalization process.
Equation (9) calculates the final average weight of each indicator for 1999-2008:
where ω i is the final weight of the indicator.
Entropy Method on Weight Determination
The degree of discreteness of an indicator can be determined by calculating the entropy of the indicator. Discreteness is important because the greater the degree of discreteness is, the greater the influence of the indicator on the comprehensive evaluation. The use of the entropy method to fix the weight includes the following steps:
First, the original data matrix X = x ji m×n , where m is the year and n is the number of indicators, is established. Second, standardization processing is applied to the original data using Formulas (1) and (2) . Then, the normalization process is used to obtain the standard matrix Y = y ji m×n ,
Next, the entropy e i and redundancy d i of indicator i are calculated:
where K = 1 /ln n and redundancy d i = 1 − e i . Finally, the weight ω i of indicator i is calculated.
The entropy method fixes the weights by analyzing the degree of discreteness of the indicators, and the whole process depends entirely on data analysis. 
Brief Comparison of the EFAST Method and Entropy Method
Both the EFAST method and the entropy method are objective methods. Compared with the subjective method, the objective method avoids the influence of evaluators calling upon their professional knowledge and experience. Therefore, the objective method has been extensively used. The entropy method is a mature method and widely used because of its agility and practicality. Besides, it is an easily-operated method and can be applied without any background knowledge. Better yet, the EFAST can quantitatively calculate the coupling effect among indicators. Taking the coupling effect into consideration is a more comprehensive idea when fixing weights for the indicators. Although the EFAST is widely used in many research fields, it has not been applied in weight determination. Additionally, the calculating process of EFAST method is slightly more complicated than the entropy method.
Results
Sensitive Analysis of Indicators in Different Stages
As shown in Figure 1 , the MSI of each indicator is slightly less than the TSI. The red bars show the effects of indicator interaction and suggest that a certain degree of coupling exists among the indicators. The value of the coupling effect is calculated to be within a range of 0.002-0.005. Although the effect is small, it cannot be neglected when accurately calculating the degree of influence of the indicator on the model output. Therefore, the TSI of each indicator in different stages is specifically analyzed.
Between 1999 and 2003, the TSI is greater than 0.06, and the indicators include arable land per capita, forest coverage, chemical fertilizer application rate assuming 100% utilization and plastic sheeting use. The total averaged sensitivity index values of these four indicators during this period were 0.1038, 0.2574, 0.1586 and 0.1594, respectively. The sum of their values is 0.6792, which is much higher than that of the other 14 indicators. Cultivatable land is the basic requirement for the development of agriculture, and per capita arable land is the estimate of agricultural production. Hence, the high TSI value of this parameter agrees with reality. 
Analysis of the Weights Determined by the EFAST Algorithm
Based on the results of the sensitivity analysis of EFAST, we can easily obtain the weights determined by the EFAST. Figure 2 shows the comparison of indicators' weights determined by EFAST and entropy, respectively. Here, we only analyze the weights fixed by the EFAST method. The differences between these two methods will be discussed in the next section. The top five indicators in the EFAST method, representing a total proportion of 41.1%, are forest coverage, 
Based on the results of the sensitivity analysis of EFAST, we can easily obtain the weights determined by the EFAST. Figure 2 shows the comparison of indicators' weights determined by EFAST and entropy, respectively. Here, we only analyze the weights fixed by the EFAST method. The differences between these two methods will be discussed in the next section. The top five indicators in the EFAST method, representing a total proportion of 41.1%, are forest coverage, chemical fertilizer application rate assuming 100% utilization, improvement rate of soil and water loss and arable land per capita, and the weights are 0.126, 0.078, 0.075, 0.078 and 0.075, respectively. These top five indicators include the ecology, resources and environment indicators. These five indicators fully reflect that on which we focus. Additionally, the weights of the remaining indicators are between 0.015 and 0.06, which might have a weak influence on the evaluation result. By comparing with the results obtained by the entropy method, which has been commonly recognized [30] [31] [32] , we show that the two methods exhibit high similarities. Thus, we can conclude that the EFAST algorithm is able to effectively recognize the importance of the indicators. 
Discussion
Comparison of the Weights Determined by the EFAST Algorithm and Entropy Method
Using the calculation process in Section 2.4.2, we can obtain the weights using the entropy method. First, Figure 2 shows that the weights given by the two methods are consistent overall. Both methods have five indicators whose values are greater than 0.06, and forest coverage has the highest weight in both, despite quite large differences in net income per capita of farmers, forest coverage and plastic sheeting use. The remaining indicators have similar weights in two methods, and their differences are all less than 0.025. For the discreteness degree of the weights, the entropy method yields a value of 0.006, whereas the EFAST method yields a value of 0.012. Thus, the results of the EFAST algorithm are more discrete, and the EFAST method can consequently identify the importance of indicators more effectively. Secondly, the indicators with top five weights given by the entropy method are as follows: forest coverage (0.070), net income per capita of farmers (0.069), fish consumption per capita (0.067), arable land output level (0.063) and agricultural disaster area (0.06). These results differ from the top five given by the EFAST method (besides the forest coverage indicator) because the EFAST method considers the coupling effects among indicators. Thus, the top five indicators based on the EFAST method are forest coverage, plastic sheeting use, chemical fertilizer application rate assuming 100% utilization, improvement rate of soil and water loss and arable land per capita. Although the relationships among the five indictors and the other indicators are uncertain, this interaction is sufficient to generate high sensitivity. The entropy method is based only on the discrete status of the data when assigning weights, thereby ignoring the coupling effect associated with other indicators. For the agricultural sustainable development indicator system, the slight change in indicators may result in different evaluation results. Hence, 
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Comparison and Analysis of the Evaluation Results Produced by the EFAST and Entropy Methods
According to the multi-index comprehensive evaluation model, the weights supplied by the entropy and EFAST methods can be used to calculate the comprehensive index of the agricultural sustainable development level in Henan province. The results are shown in Figure 3 . This pattern also reflects the appearance of the comprehensive benefits of the structural adjustment of agricultural production. Although some differences exist among the weights of the two methods, the evaluation results exhibit nearly the same patterns. As the above analysis, both sets of results can be regarded as in line with reality, especially the EFAST method. The different trend in [2004] [2005] reflects that the EFAST algorithm is more sensitive and can do better in capturing the slight changes in the SD level of agriculture in Henan province. The similarity demonstrates the feasibility of applying the EFAST algorithm in agricultural SD evaluations. Additionally, the subtle difference in EFAST reflects the actual SD level more truly. Therefore, from the above, we can figure out that the EFAST method can be a better choice in fixing indicator's weights. 
Conclusions
This paper analyzes the determination of the weights of agricultural sustainable development indicators using the EFAST algorithm. The results of a comparison between the entropy method and EFAST method have demonstrated the feasibility and advantages of this new method. However, because the principle of the two methods varies, those two methods produce slightly different evaluation results. Based on our research, we have reached the following conclusions.
The advantages of The EFAST method can be summarized as following. Firstly, the analysis of indicator weight by the EFAST algorithm is based on nearly ten thousand samples, and this method adds the coupling effects among the indicators through a quantitative calculation into consideration. Therefore, the EFAST method is more rational and comprehensive than the entropy method. Secondly, the weights assigned by the EFAST algorithm are more discrete than those of the entropy method, which reflects that the EFAST method can more efficiently separate the importance of the indicators. Lastly, but definitely not least, according to the results provided by the model, the comprehensive index calculated by the EFAST algorithm more effectively and accurately reflects the actual changes in agricultural sustainable development evaluations.
Some potential applications in the future research are listed as following:
(1) the model we used in this research is just a simple linear model, and the difference between the MSI and TSI of each indicator is not significant. Therefore, the EFAST algorithm should be applied in more complicated models in the future. (2) Because the EFAST algorithm can efficiently reflect the importance of an indicator, there is potential to use it to simplify indicator systems and eliminate unimportant indicators. Although some differences exist among the weights of the two methods, the evaluation results exhibit nearly the same patterns. As the above analysis, both sets of results can be regarded as in line with reality, especially the EFAST method. The different trend in [2004] [2005] reflects that the EFAST algorithm is more sensitive and can do better in capturing the slight changes in the SD level of agriculture in Henan province. The similarity demonstrates the feasibility of applying the EFAST algorithm in agricultural SD evaluations. Additionally, the subtle difference in EFAST reflects the actual SD level more truly. Therefore, from the above, we can figure out that the EFAST method can be a better choice in fixing indicator's weights.
(1) the model we used in this research is just a simple linear model, and the difference between the MSI and TSI of each indicator is not significant. Therefore, the EFAST algorithm should be applied in more complicated models in the future. (2) Because the EFAST algorithm can efficiently reflect the importance of an indicator, there is potential to use it to simplify indicator systems and eliminate unimportant indicators.
